STRAIGHT LETTERS
STROKES

STRAIGHT

CROSS

BUMP

KICK

SLASH

CIRCLE
Start at the midline. ① **Straight** to the baseline, ② **pick up the pencil,** ③ **dot.** /ī-ī-ē-y/

Start halfway between the top line and the midline. ① **Straight** to the baseline, ② **pick up the pencil,** ③ **cross** at the midline. /t/
Letters within words should be written close together and evenly spaced. Between words leave a finger width of space. Read each word, then practice writing it. Use your pointer finger on the large words. Use a pencil to write the words on the following pages. Try to write each word with smooth, rhythmic motions.
PRACTICE 10

jump up

hit rim

win it

bump him

trim it
ROLL LETTERS
STROKES

ROLL

DRAW

CURVE

KICK
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C

Start just below the top line. \(^1\)Roll around to just above the baseline.

G

Start just below the top line. \(^1\)Roll around past the baseline to the midline, \(^2\)draw a line straight into the circle.
Numbers

1  2
3  4
5  6
7  8
9  0
STROKES

STRAIGHT

ROLL

CIRCLE

CURVE

SLASH

ANGLE UP

CROSS

SWING
1. Start at the top line.  

2. Start halfway between the midline and the top line. 

   ① Straight to the baseline.

   ② Circle around to the midline, ③ slash down to the baseline, ④ cross at the baseline.
3  Start just below the top line. ¹Circle around to the midline, ²circle around past the baseline.

4  Start at the top line. ¹Straight to the midline, ²cross at the midline, ³pick up the pencil, start at the top line, ⁴straight to the baseline.